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ABOUT US

With cutting edge technology, mobile-first user interfaces and tomorrow-ready 
mobile marketing platforms, we have been helping our clients on taming the power 

of mobile for advancing the marketing goals.

World’s leading Digital Tech Company

BlockchainAutomationMobility Data Analytics



BEST IN CLASS 
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

User Interface
& Design

Application
Development

Application
Security

API Development
& Integration

User Behaviour
Analysis

App store
Optimization
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UI/UX Design
Award winning, had crafted beautiful designs resulting in great user experiences

Application Development
We Architect, Design, Implement,Test & Deliver the world class web and mobile applications.

App Security
Implement practices and policies to shield high-value mobile applications from reverse

engineering, tampering and other app-centric attacks.

OUR SERVICES
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Quality Assurance
Testing to confirm app works as intended on different devices with varying screen

sizes, resolutions, internal hardware, operating systems and across telecom operator

networks.

User Acquisition
Improving the visibility on the app stores and continuing marketing services to ensure better

downloads and usage. Analytics can give you actionable insights into every aspect of your app.

We build robust data platforms, then dig deep to get the most valuable insights.

OUR SERVICES
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I Love 9 Months Zeotap Let’s Transport Mistay CourseMill

Cashe Doordash Fantasy Cricket Cashify

WORK PORTFOLIO
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https://ilove9months.com/


Travel & Tourism Adtech platform Real estate portal Electronics & Gadgets Food Recipe Portal

Financial Data Site DIY Website Pre Used Car Sales Home Decoration Research Platform

WORK PORTFOLIO
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https://propellerads.com/
https://www.realtor.com/
https://www.vayable.com/
https://www.gsmarena.com/
http://allrecipes.com/
https://www.marketwatch.com/
http://www.instructables.com/
https://www.edmunds.com/
https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/
https://www.researchgate.net/


TESTIMONIALS
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Rajkumar V.K

They are a good bunch of people 
with diverse skill set. Unlike any 

other developer, they completely 
engaged with the project and 

work hard. 

CEO, ILove 9 Months

Sheela Dorsey

Mobilean is an excellent company 
to work with even for a company 
that is on other side of the world. 
We felt that our interactions were 

as if they were with a local 
company, here at my location.

VP Technologies, Caltech Labs

Ashwin

They have an excellent team of 
software developers, designers 
and business analysts. I really 

appreciate the work from 
Mobilean tech. Nice team. I 

would always recommend them 
to any customer

IT Manager, Zeotap 

Akshay Nagaraj

Mobilean Technologies showed a 
dedication to consistent growth 

throughout the engagement. 
They were adaptive to the 

internal workflow and worked the 
same hours as the in-house team. 
The apps they delivered secured 

repeat orders from customers and 
fostered growth. 

Program Manager, GE Healthcare



THANK YOU

Visit us @ our Office No. 56, 
Chandra Layout , Vijayanagar, Bengaluru – 560 040

info@mobilean.app

+91- 8105945666

https://mobilean.app

https://www.linkedin.com/company/mobilean-technologies/
https://www.facebook.com/mobilean
https://twitter.com/Mobilean_Tech
https://mobilean.app/

